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1.0 Introduction

This report summarizes the work on Task 4.0, "Study of Potential

.- Standardization of Digital Freeze Frame Video Codecs", performed by

Delta Information Systems, Inc. for the Office of Technology and

Standards of the National Communications System, an organization of

the U.S. Government, under contract number DCAI00-83-C-0047. The

Office of Technology and Standards, headed by National Communications

System Assistant Manager Marshall L. Cain, is responsible for the

management of the Federal Telecommu-ications Standards Program,

- which develops telecommunications standards whose use is mandatory

by all Federal agencies.

1.1 Definition of the Study

1.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of the sutdy was to investigate feasibility of

'.. establishing Federal standards for digital Freeze Frame Video Codecs

for use in video teleconferencing systems.

1.1.2 Objective

The objective of the sutdy was to identify and quantify where

feasible those parameters which require standardization in order to

. achieve interoperability and compatibility in digital Freeze Frame

video transmission for teleconferencing systems.

1.1.3 Methodology

The methodology employed in the study included the following

1q key elements.

1. Survey industry to determine who manufactures Freeze Frame

codecs.

l1-i
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2. Solicit vendor codec information, study, and analyze Freeze

Frame codecs.

3. Compare key codec characteristics and parameters.

4. Investigate existing digital Freeze Frame TV systems.

N- 5. Coordinate with government and other agencies concerned with

standardization and interoperability.

1.1.4 Scope of the Study

The scope of this study involves the solicitation of infor-

mation provided voluntarily from codec vendors.

The scope did not include the testing of Freeze Frame codecs

or teleconferencing systems. Further, the establishment of

standards for the parameters of Freeze Frame codecs was not part

of the scope of this initial study.

Future efforts necessary to establish proposed standards for

Freeze Frame codecs are discussed in Section 6.0 of this Final

°. - , Report.

--'' 1.1.5 Limitations of the Final Report

Several limitations were imposed upon the study due to time

and funding. It is important to understand these factors in

reading and accessing the Final Report.

1. The effort was strictly limited to studying only Freeze Frame

digital TV codecs even though there are usually many other

systems used in a teleconferencing system such as motion

codecs, facsimile, audio, and computer graphics. Thus, the

Freeze Frame codecs were analyzed for their ability to stand

alone.

1-2
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2. All data used in the various comparison tables and figures

were furnished by each codec vendor. DIS neither agrees or

-disagrees with these data but presents the data in the formats

for comparison purposes. However, conclusions and recommenda-

tions are made in some of the codec performance and specifica-

tion parameters.

1.2 Types of Digital Video Teleconferencing

There are in general two types of digital video tele-

conferencing codecs and systems in use today. The first type

of digital video codec involves the transmission of only a single

frame or single image of television picture. Usually, in this

type of video conferencing, commonly known as freeze frame, and

sometimes as still frame, or slow scan TV, one of the 30 TV frames

per second generated by the TV camera is "frozen" or "stored" in a

digital memory in 1/30 second.

The stored image can be processed or compressed to teduce

transmission time and then transmitted over various narrowband

data or telephone circuits. It is apparent then that "motion"

is not conveyed with a Freeze Frame video codec since a single

frame is transmitted rather than a sequence of frames which are

necessary to depict motion information. However each frame can

contain substantial amounts of unformatted visual information and

therefore fulfills an important function in the family of video

transmission system.

The second type of digital video codec involves the trans-

1-3
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mission of real time sequences of TV frames or images in a manner
.4

which conveys motion. In some motion codecs, the third dimension

of time is utilized in conjunction with the other intraframe
dimensions of television signals for processing and compressing

the image sequences to minimize transmission data rates.

The Freeze Frame codec process is discussed in the remainder

of this report. Motion digital codecs are not analyzed in the

report.

1.3 Summary of the Report

Section 2.0 provides a brief outline of some current efforts

in the standardization process for Freeze Frame codec technology.

A description of vendor and market analysis of Freeze Frame codecs

is presented in Section 3.0.

The comparison of the Freeze Frame codecs is provided in

Section 4.0 for various codec parameter and performance criteria

including resolution, TV test signals, data formats, and bit

error rate performance.

In Section 5.0 key parameters are identified for consideration

in the possible development of Freeze Frame codec standards. Section

6.0 delineates several steps and processes which may be required

in order to develop a standard which provides for interoperability

of Freeze Frame codecs. Finally, a number of appendices are

provided for further in-depth consideration of Freeze Frame codecs.

.o
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2.0 Freeze Frame Codec Standardization Efforts

This section provides a brief outline of some of the efforts

being expended by standards organizations in the study and

development of standards for digital television systems and equip-

ments. It appears that most of the effort is related to the

implementation of the digital TV studio of the future. Some of the

efforts involve the conversion of color analog TV signals to

digital format, decoding of composit color signals into components,

control of digital TV equipments, distribution of digital TV

signals within the studio, and digital video tape recorders. Nearly

all efforts are aimed at the generation, processing and trans-

mission of broadcast or professional quality television.

No formal standards are known to have been adopted expressively

for application to video teleconferencing systems and codecs.

Perhaps, one reason for this lack of standardization efforts in

video teleconferencing systems/equipments is that the technology

needed to support and develop with acceptable performance is still

rapidly growing while cost effective satellite communications

needed for video teleconferencing has just recently become readily

available. The CCITT (Study Group XV) is now studying several

recommendations aimed at video teleconferencing systems, primarily

for motion codecs.

This Freeze Frame study represents one of the initial attempts

to begin the standardization process for Freeze Frame codecs for

video teleconferencing. The following subsections provide insight

into some of the activities of standards organizations in the areas

of digital TV.

2-1



2.1 International Radio Consulting Committee (CCIR)

The CCIR is an international standards organization which

develops standards relating to international television communica-

tions. CCIR had recently adopted Recommendation AA-11 which defines

*- ' standards for the component coding of color television signals.

The standard is commonly known as the 4.2.2 sampling hierarchy

because the luminance signal (Y) is sampled at twice the frequency

of the two color difference signals (R-Y, B-Y). In the standard

adopted, the luminance signal is sampled at 13.5 MHZ and the

chrominance signals at 6.75 MHZ.

An important international feature of the standard is that

there are the same number of pixels (samples) per digital active

TV line for both 525 line and 625 line television systems (720

for luminance and 360 for chrominance).

One of the current CCIR activities is addressing specifications

for a digital control protocol to be used in the digital studio.

2.2 Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)

SMPTE.is perhaps the most active standards organization working

on Digital Television standards in the United States. Its working

group on Digital Video Standards in coordination with other inter-

national groups helped to develop the component digital coding
standard described above. Some of its current efforts as reported

4_ - by SMPTE are listed below.

1. Television Video Committee

A subgroup is working to develop a standard for the digital

control of TV equipments.

2-2
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2. Video Recording and Reproduction Technology Committee

A working group is developing standards for component analog

video 525/60 TV signals which is to be coordinated with other

digital video standards.

- 3. New Technology Committee

The Digital Video Standards working group has developed a

digital studio interface. The Digital Television study group is

addressing the problems of common carrier transmission in the mixed

analog/digital environment and also studying the different digital

hierarchical transmission rates in different regions of the world.

A subgrzup on Digital Studio Implementation is studying the

transition from analog equipment to component - coded digital

equipment in television production, post-production, and broadcast-

ing.

. Another study group on Digital Television Tape Recording is

investigating the preferred characteristics of a digital videotape

. recorder.

A study group on High Definition Television is working toward

a single world-wide standard for a HDTV system.

2.3 International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee(CCITT)

Study Group XV and its Working Party on Visual Telephony is

considering several draft recommendations pertaining to digital

video teleconferencing. A draft recommendation on a frame structure

for digital transmission of motion video conference signals at

2048 KBS has been approved by the study group.

2-3
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• A preliminary draft for a codec standard at 2048 KBS is being

considered by the Working Party as a framework for a future

recommendation. Initial contributions on Still-Picture Transmission

(Freeze Frame) concerning experiments relating to assessment of

picture quality have been submitted by Italy. No submission have

been made on Freeze Frame codec equipments to the CCITT through

December 31, 1983.

2.4 Joint Committee on Intersociety Coordination (JCIC)

This organization was formed in the 1950's to coordinate

television standards activities. The current members of the JCIC

are the following organizations.

SMPTE- Society of Motion Picture Television Engineers

EIA- Electronic Industries Association

IEEE- Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineers

NAB- National Association of Broadcasters

*NCTA- National Cable Television Association

Current efforts involve coordinating activity toward the
standardization of advanced television systems. Digital TV

standardization efforts are also coordinated within the JCIC.

2-4
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3.0 Vendor and Market Analysis

3.1 Approach

The purpose of this task was to obtain technical information

about all known freeze frame codecs. Initially, a letter was

sent to organizations and vendors who had indicated an interest

in fabricating freeze frame codecs. A detailed technical

questionnaire and asubsequent supplemental questionnaire were then

sent to those vendors who indicated that they were manufacturing

and/or developing freeze frame codecs. The remainder of Section

3.0 describes the information obtained from these efforts.

3.2 Codec Vendor Questionnaire

The initial questionnaire constructed to obtain information

from the freeze frame codec vendors was composed of 5 parts as

follows:

Part 1. Product Nomenclature and General Description

Part 2. Technical Specifications - Input and Output Signals

Part 3. Technical Specifications - Performance

Part 4. Physical Description and Specifications

Part 5. Other Product Data

A supplemental questionnaire was also sent to each vendor

requesting more detailed data about the time required to transmit

an image at the data rates for which the equipment was designed

and to further detail equipment options and optional features.

These details are essential for determining the feasibility of

3-1
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establishing a possible codec transmission standard.

The instructions provided to each vendor indicated that the

response to the questionnaire would be used to compare codecs

and "that only approved and non-proprietary information and data

will be used in the study."

Appendix A contains the letter and instructions sent to

each codec vendor. Also,in Appendix B is an outline of the

initial freeze frame questionnaire provided to the vendors

involved in codec development. The following sections provide

a brief description of the codec information which was solicited

from the vendors; the vendor responses are compiled in correspond-

V.- ing tables.

V' 3.2.1 Part 1. Product Nomenclature and General Description

The purpose of Part 1 was to obtain information about

the vendor including point of contact , address, and location.

Secondly, specific data about the codec itself was requested

including the codec name, model, data introduced, number of units

installed and locations.

Next, pricing information was solicited on the basic unit,

options, maintenance, spares, and training. Questions concerning

the product life were asked including expected product life

period, anticipated improvements or modifications, growth potential

and any other comments or information on product life.

Details about warrantees and services were solicited. Partic-

ularly, questions on maintenance, repairs, spares, and training

were asked. The questions and responses are shown in Tables 3-1

and 3-2. In these tables, references are made to several addenda

which contain supplemental data or answers to questions. These

3-2
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addenda are contained in Appendix C of this report.

3.2.2 Part 2. Technical Specifications - Input and Output Signals

Data about the input and output codec signals was requested

in Part 2. Characteristics of the input and output video signals

were to be supplied including standards, synchronization levels, and

impedances. Details were requested about the codec digital output

signals including bit rates and formats.

Information was asked about other digital data ports to the

codec and their signal characteristics. The questions and

responses are shown in Tables 3-3 and 3-4.

3.2.3 Part 3. Technical Specifications - Performance

This section of the questionnaire contains pertinent questions.

about the codec specifications and its stated performance.

Parameters such as number of pixels, sampling rates, precision of

encoding and frequency response were asked. Performancedata as

measured in terms of the more usual analog measurements including

differential gain and phase, signal-to-noise ratio, and luminance-

chrominance gain and delay inequalities was to be supplied.

The codec performance for various data link error conditions

ranging from a bit error rate of 10- 6 to 10- 3 was solicited.

Specific questions were asked about the compression techniques

employed in the codec. The general type of compression algorithm

was to be listed. Compression ratios, descriptions, and growth

potential were also to be contained in the response.

3-5
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This data is listed in Tables 3-5, 3-6, 3-7.

3.2.4 Part 4. Physical Description and Specifications

This part of the questionnaire was included to obtain

information about the physical codec specifications, power

requirements, environmental operation, and connector interfaces

in order to determine common characteristics among the codecs

as well as to point out any unusual features which could possibly

affect future standardization efforts. This information is

listed in Table 3-8.

.

3.2.5 Part 5. Other Product Data

The following kinds of data concerning codecs were solicited

in this part of the questionnaire. A description of codec

* .status, indicators and alarms, built-in test equipment, and

operator controls was to be provided. Additionally, the use

of encryption or scrambling functions was to be detailed with

its effects upon the transmission protocol.

Copies of manuals, product documentation, brochures, and

technical notes were requested from all vendors. A summary of

the vendor responses is listed in Table 3-9.

3-8
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3.2.6 Supplemental Questionnaire

A supplemental questionnaire sent to the codec vendors

requested further detail about the time required to transmit a

picture at the data rates specified for the equipment.

Information about equipment options and optional features

available was also requested.

This data is listed in Table 3-10.
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Table 3-10 Transmission Times and Product Options

ADDENDUM TO FREEZE FRAME CODEC V

COMPANY COLORADO VIDEO, INC. NEC AMERICA G.E.C. JERROLD LIMITED

1. TRANSMISSION TIMES.

PLEASE PROVIDE TOTAL TRANS- THE 285 WILL OPERATE AT ANY RATE DETAIL MODE MONO; 256 1 256 -6 SEC. APPROX.
MISSION TIMES FOR EACH TRANS- IN THE 0 TO 500 K BIT/SEC RAN6E ELC VLC 512 X 512 -18 SEC.
2. SECTION 3, PARA6RAPH d, (0 TO 200 K BITS/SEC FOR THE 4.8 KBIT 130 SEC. 90 SEC. COLOUR; -27 SEC.
TITLED-OUTPUT BIT RATE-ON f285C!. TYPICAL TRANSMISSION 9.6 KBIT 65 SEC. 45 SEC. (USING 4-BIT DPCM)
PAGE 5 OF THE DUESTIONAIRE. TIMES ARE SIVEN IN A CHART ON 19.2 KBIT 33 SEC. 23 SEC.

THE DATA SHEETS ON THESE UNITS 56 KBIT 11 SEC. 8 SEC.
tCOPIES ENCLOSED). 240 KBIT 2.6 SEC. 1.8 SEC.
cAVAILABLE FROM CVI 1544 KBIT 0.4 SEC. 0.3 SEC.

HIGH SPEED MODE
4.8 KBIT 80 SEC. 50 SEC.
9.6 KBIT 40 SEC. 25 SEC.
19.2 KBIT 20 SEC. 13 SEC.
56 KBIT 7.5 SEC. 4.5 SEC.

ELC;EGUAL LENGTH CODE.
VLC;VARIABLE LENGTN CODE

VLC TIMES ARE AVERAGE AND
VARY WITH PICTURE CONTENT.

2. OPTIONS AND OPTIONAL A.DUAL MEMORIES- PLEASE REFER TO THE ATTACHED
FEATURES. AN OPTIONAL SECOND MEMORY PRO- PRICE SCHEDULE.
PLEASE PROVIDE A LISTING, VIDES FOR ADDITIONAL FLEXIBILITY (AVAILABLE FROM NEC).

DESCRIPTION, PRICJN6, AND ANY AT BOTH THE TRANSMIT AND
OTHER DATA DEEMED IMPORTANT RECEIVE LOCATIONS.
OF ALL OPTIONS AND OPTIONAL
FEATURES FOR INCLUSION IN B.EIBHT-BIT GRAY SCALE-
PART 5 OF THE GUESTIONAIRE. AN EIGHT-BIT OPTION GIVING

256 GRAY SHADES IS AVAILABLE
FOR CRITICAL APPLICATIONS.

C.COMPUTER I/O-
A SPECIAL I/O PORT OPTION

WHICH ALLOWS INTERCONNECTION TO
AN EXTERNAL COMPUTER OR MASS
STORAGE DEVICE. THIS CAPABILITY
PROVIDES THE 285 WITH OBSOLE-
SCENCE PROTECTION, AS THE
BASIC DIGITAL/VIDEO CIRCUITRY
MAY BE USED WITH AN AUXILLIARY
COMPUTER FOR NEARLY ANY FORM
OF IMAGE PROCESSING, DATA COM-
PRESSION, OR PACKET SWITCHING.
THE COLORADO VIDEO 930 DIGITAL
DISC VIDEO IMAGE STORAGE SYSTEM
USES THIS OPTION.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS. PRICES FOR THESE OPTIONS AND
FOR THE 930 SYSTEM ARE SHOWN IN
THE ENCLOSED PRICE LISTS.

(AVAILABLE FROM CVI).

3-15
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4.0 Comparison of Freeze Frame Codecs

4.1 Approach

In the previous task, the data which was collected in the

questionnaires was catalogued. Comparisons of the various

codecs have been made and are reported in this section. It

should be pointed out that the data used in these comparisons

has been supplied by each codec vendor - no data or specifications

have been verified by an independent source. Nor was the in-

formation reported in the questionnaire compared to that in

the.data sheets.

4.2 Key Specification and Performance Parameters

The questionnaires submitted to the codec vendors

requested extensive information about each codec. There are

some specifications and performance criteria which are deemed

more important to overall codec performance than are others.

These particular specifications will therefore be compared in

the remainder of Section 4.0 of this report.

4.3 Abbreviations

In the tables and graphs contained in this section the

following abbreviations are used to identify the codec

questionnaire respondees:

CVI Colorado Video, Inc.

NEC NEC America, Inc.

RRI Robot Research, Inc.

4-1
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MAR Marcom

INT Interand Corporation

GEC GEC-Jerrold, Ltd

GRI Grinnell Systems

ESI E-Systems, Inc.

The additional abbreviations below are used to indicate

- vendor responses to some questions.

CP Company Proprietary

NA Not Available or No Response

TBD To Be Determined

4.4 Resolution Comparisons

. 4.4.1 Video Input Signals

The data received from the various codec vendors regarding

-v the video input signal specifications for their devices is

listed in Table 3-3. Analysis of this data shows trends and

commonalities in the specifications of the equipments designed

specifically for "live" teleconferencing as well as uniqueness

in specifications of the equipment designed for teleconferencing

using primarily hardcopy. The data is summarized in Table 4-1.

The following paragraphs list the common input specifications.

_ S The input signal format is uniquely defined for the codecs

specifically designed for operation in the U.S. and for the U.S.

operational options of foreign codecs. For color operation

NTSC is the only choice as is RS-170 for monochrome operation.

In the one case where the video input is provided by a TV

4-2
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camera which is an included-fixed part of the codec system,

the video signal is RGB and sync.

All codecs except one are available with monochrome and color

operation options. The video input signa, where specified,

is unbalanced with an amplitude of 1 volt peak-to-peak into

a 75-ohm impedance. Only INT and ESI require a separate

sync input: they do not specify whether the input signal is

" -composite or non-composite. Of the seven vendors who defined

the number of video inputs, three provide codecs

with built-in video switches. The remaining four are equipped

for only one video input signal.

4.4.2 Video Output Signals

Table 4-2 tabulates the specifications of the video output

signals. Commonalities among vendors for each specification

are quite apparent. The NTSC format is used as the basis for

the output video signal but note that the specific responses

are "NTSC compatible," "NTSC type". This can be of great

importance depending on the intended use of thecutput signal.

The same comment applies to monochrome output signals in their

conformance to the RS-170 format. The fact that some vendors

provide single field imagery is the major reason for the

deviations from the exact standards of the NTSC and RS-170

signal formats. In their full frame transmission options,

some vendors provide full compliance with the appropriate

standards.

4-4
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-4. The remaining entries are consistent among vendors as

would be expected since their equipments are to interface

with conventional switching, display, and recording devices.

4.4.3 Vendor Resolution Data

The information provided by the codec vendors regarding

resolution is summarized in Table 4-3. The data is presented

in the terms used by the vendors to avoid any errors which

might be made in converting to common standard units. For

answers to detailed questions which cannot be resolved from

- the data as presented here, the reader is invited to contact

the vendor or his representative directly. The data presented

here is adequate to support the conclusions drawn.

The responses provided by the codec vendors regarding

horizontal pixels when compared to the sampling rate stated

must be analyzed with some care. It is not clear that horizontal

pixels means "number of resolvable elements per active picture

width". For example, given a specific sampling rate, the

number of pixels in a given time interval is the product

of the time interval and the sampling rate. From this formula

the number of pixels for various sampling rates is shown in

Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4. Pixels versus Sampling Rates

Sampling Rate Pixels/Active Pixels/Total
MHZ Line Interval (51.5US) Line Interval (63.5US

10 515 635
10.8 556 686
5 258 318
10.33 532 656
12 618 762
13.5 695 857

The above concept can also be applied to vertical sampling.

In a single field there are only about 240 active lines; therefore

this represents the maximum number of resolution elements which can

occur vertically. When this analysis is applied to the sampling rate

information supplied, it appears that the codec resolution in terms

of pixels/active line fall into three categories. Disregarding

precise values and using terms common to the industry as headings,

these categories, together with the field/frame relationship are

-. .. shown in Table 4-5 below.

Table 4-5. Resolution Categories of Codecs

Category Field/Frame Vendors

256 x 256 Field CVI, RRI, GEC

512 x 512 Frame CVI, NEC, MAR,
INT, GEC, ESI

other

512 x 256 Field CVI, NEC

768 x 512 Frame GEC

One further comment is that in the above discussion resolution

4-8



. has been stated in pixels where pixels are defined as picture

samples. These numbers are subject to modification by a factor

(similar to the Kell factor) to convert to true resolution in

television terms; namely, lines resolvable from a test chart in a

width of a picture equal to the height.

Clearly, all vendors have carefully considered resolution as

an important item. The similarities, which are obvious when the

preceding analysis has been performed on the questionnaire data,

indicates that they have reached the same conclusions as to the

best categories of resolution parameters to provide. Experience

A over the years has shown these to be good selections.

A factor which, depending on the application, is as important

as resolution is precision of the gray scale encoding. Only 5 of
the vendors provided information on the precision of coding. It

°- q is not clear in all cases whether this is the equivalent trans-

mitted precision or the precision used to store the picture prior

to transmission. None-the-less, six bit precision to eight bit

precision is the almost unanimous range of encoding precision pro-

vided with the exception of INT who specifies 3% for luminance and

6% for chrominance. It is also not always clear whether the initial

freeze frame storage is in composite or component digital form.

MAR specified 8-bit luminance and 8-bit chrominance which may

' .indicate component processing. INT and GEC use component techniques.

On the other hand CVI, and NEC indicate only a luminance

precision which suggests composite storage. This could be further

extrapolated to mean that if component encoding transmission is used,

digital color decoding is performed.

4-9
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The frequency response data is not clear. In general the

bandwidth listed will support the upper range of the pixel options

provided and therefore is not a discriminator as far as resolution

is concerned. An exception is INT where the bandwidth specified

N.. is 2 MHZ which cannot support 640 x 484 pixels in a standard TV

display format.

4.5 Analog TV Performance Measurement Comparisons

4.5.1 Applicability to Digital Codecs

There is much discussion among digital TV engineers about the

significance of analog TV performance measurements, commonly used

in the broadcast TV industry, to measure TV quality applied to

digital television codecs. Without entering the argument, it does

appear that the standards used in analog TV systems for such video

test signal measurements as differential phase and gain, video

frequency response, etc. provide the upper limit that a digital TV

codec could achieve. In other words, digital codecs in general

will not perform as well. A good portion of the codec is analog in

nature; for example, most of the NTSC encoders and decoders, the

video amplifiers, the anti-alias filters are generally analog. The

characteristics of these circuits directly affect the quality of

the test signals passed through them.

In addition, there are other useful purposes in employing

video test signals to characterize television systems; they can be

-. used to perform comparative evaluation of properly functioning
.. •-

equipments and can be used to diagnose malfuncting equipments.

". o'
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Relative standards among the codecs thus can be important.

4.5.2 Vendor Measurement Data

Table 3-5 contains the vendor supplied analog performance

measurements for various video test signals. Again, it is noticed

* that only 3 vendors provided essentially any measurement data.

The data provided in the response is summarized in Table 4-6 which

gives the ranges of the measurements or calculations.

4.5.3 Summary of Measurement Data

The most immediate observation is that in general these

data are better than that previously presented in response to a

questionnaire regarding motion codecs, several from the same

vendors. In fact, the performance cited by the better entries is

excellent considering that NTSC decoding, anti-alias filtering,

component filtering, A-D conversion, compression, D-A conversion,

NTSC encoding, and additional filtering may all be involved. A

word of caution is noted as the exact measurement technique,

procedure, and test equipment used were not specified by the vendors.
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4.6 Vendor Compression Technique Comparisons

4.6.1 Overview

Brief descriptions of each vendors' codec is contained in

this section based on information supplied by the vendor. Where

available, detail about the various coding subsystems is pro-
vided. Performance limitations of the codecs are listed. A

measure of the codec/compressor complexity is provided by comparing

size, weight and power requirements.

Pt- Additional information was solicited concerning product life,

planned improvements, and future growth potential. This data is

shown in Table 3-1. Information about pricing is also detailed in

Table 3-1. Other data regarding spares, maintenance, and training

is in Table 3-2. Connector interface data is shown in Table 3-8.

4.6.2 Compression Descriptions

It is, of course, realized that the compression algorithm and

its implementation form the heart of the codecs investigated in

this study with one exception discussed subsequently. The ability

to minimize the time required to transmit a picture is the goal

of vendors in the codec competition for video teleconferencing.

This competition has led them to develop equipments with the

ability to remove, eliminate, or reduce the amount of digital

video information to be transmitted at a given bit rate while main-

taining an acceptable displayed picture# The exception to this

rule is CVI whose codec generates a PCM output digital video signal

4:. 4-13
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which is uncompressed but can be transmitted readily. Apparently

the rationale is that the user can design/procure a device,

possibly a small scale computer with the appropriate software, to

compress the PCM output signal using any of the compression tech-

niques desired if it is necessary to reduce the transmission time.

The concept of a software controlled compression unit may

ultimately lead toward compression adaptability and standardization.

" None of the codec vendors have implemented compression

techniques which are compatible with any other vendor as far as

can be determined at this time. Two vendors, RRI and GRI did not

V. provide an input as to the compression technique utilized. MAR

stated that their compression technique is proprietary at this

time.

Information regarding the coding techniques used by the

vendors was very limited. NEC utilizes HO-DPCM which is a High

* .Order Differential Pulse Code Modulation technique in which the

video data is compressed using DPCM. The codecs assigned to the

resulting data are optimized to produce further compression

.5/ The INT coding is defined as two dimensional, multipass compression

and little other information is available. It appears that each

pass provides additional data to enhance the display up to a given

point. Forward Error Correction (FEC) is used.

GEC uses operator selectable 4-bit DPCM or 2 to 9 bit

variable length coding (VLC). No details are provided. ESI

utilized Discrete Cosine Transform (DST) coding.

This data is summarized in Table 4-7.

4-14



TABLE 4-7 COMPRESSION SUMMARY

COMPRESSION COMPRESSION
TECHNIQUE RATIO

CVI NONE: OUTPUT IS N/A
PCM

NEC DPCM AND VARIABLE 3:1 to 8:1 (DEPENDENT ON
LENGTH CODING OPTIONS, TX MODE, AND

PICTURE CONTENT.)

RRI N/A N/A

MAR PROPRIETARY 2:1

INT TWO DIMENSIONAL VARIABLE: FOR MOST
MULTI-PASS COMPRESSION DOCUMENTS BETTER THAN 4;1

GEC 4-BIT DPCM, 2-9 BIT N/A

VLC (USER SELECTABLE)

GRI N/A N/A

ESI DISCRETE COSINE N/A
TRANSFORM

*4-1
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4.6.3 Codec Performance Limitations

One evaluation of codec performance is based on
resolution (others are transmission time, gray scale, etc.)

Resolution is a function of analog circuit bandwidths,

sampling density, and on the compression algorithm used. As

mentioned in Section 4.4.3, Vendor Resolution Data, it is

difficult to determine commonalities between data presented

by the various vendors. An analysis was made on sample

data to serve as an aid to the reader in his comparative

evaluation of the data.

It is impossible to assign the contribution of the three

determining elements to the system resolution. Therefore 'he

following summary is presented using data as presented by the

vendor. Refer to Table 4-8.

'C.' Looking at the maximum number of pixels to represent

(resolve) an image, the GEC OotionC codec clearly has the

largest number of pixels available at 393,216. The NEC Option B

terminal has 359,100 pixels while INT has 309,760. It would

be interesting if a percentage relationship could be stated

between each of the codecs; however, since the method of

measuring resolution and the data provided by the vendors is

not precisely defined, such a process would have little validity.

However,for the purpose of establishing categories of resolution,

a further attempt at comparison is presented in Fiaure 4-1.
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TABLE -4-8 COMPRESSION/CODEC PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS*

RESOLUTION
VENDOR OPTION HORIZ. VERT. PRODUCT CATEGORY

CVI A 256 240 61,440 C

CVI B 512 480 245,760 B

NEC A 684 262 179,208 D

NEC B 684 525 359,100 A

RRI A 256 256 65,536 C

MAR A 512 512 262,144 B.

* INT A 640 484 309,760 A

GEC A 256 256 65,536 C

GEC B 512 .512 262,144 B

GEC C 768 512 393,216 A

GRI A N/A N/A N/A N/A

ESI A 512 480 245,760 B

* USING DATA AS SUPPLIED BY VENDOR
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The three codecs previously described above have over 300,000

pixels per image. For purposes of nomenclature these are categorized

as group A. A second category, B, becomes obvious when examining

Table 4-8. These codecs range between 245,000 and 262,000 pixels

and are also depicted in Figure 4-1.

Finally, a third category, C, is apparent; these codecs have

about 65,000 pixels and are depicted in Figure 4-1. Only one

entry does not fall directly into one of these categories and that

is NEC option A. This codec provides 684 horizontal pixels and

262 vertical pixels for a total of 179,208. It has been assigned

to Category D. This category is shown superimposed on Category B

in Figure 4-1.

AThe conclusion drawn from the above is that four general

-. categories of imagery resolution exist among available codecs.

Figure 4-2 shows the resolution relationship among the generalized

categories.

..4.6.4 Codec Complexity Comparisons

The information shown in Table 4-9 provides insight into the

complexities associated with each codec. For example, from the

physical sizes provided by the vendors, a volume was calculated

for each codec which shows a substantial variation in volume

ranging from 702 cu.in. for the MAR unit to about 4500 cu.in. for

INT and GEC. Note that the GRI unit is a system including more

than a codec. For users who have space constraints, the codec

size could be important. Also, the weight data is somewhat
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similar to volume data ranging from 15 to 93 lbs.

The power requirement is another indication of the electronic

complexity of the codec. From the data supplied in Table 4-9, it

appears that perhaps both complexity and technology contribute to

the substantial range of power requirements (25 watts to 450 watts).

.* One could thus conclude that the RRI codec requiring only 25 watts

has probably considerably less circuitry than the other codecs.

The operational environmental data can be reviewed in the

Table 3-8. For the codecs shown, all will operate under

similar temperature ranges and relative humidity conditions.

AL

lops

.4
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4.6.5 Product Life

In Table 3-1 there are comparisons of various factors

concerning the product life of the codec as provided by the

codec vendors. The range of codec product life is listed from

3-5 years with an average span of 3 years. One vendor indicates

that all upgrades will be compatible with present codecs.

Since there are no universal guidelines which dictate how to

specify product life, the significance of this information is

somewhat limited.

Of more importance is the announced improvements and

modifications as shown in Table 3-1. In general emphasis is

placed primarily upon control improvements including the use

of micro processors. CVI plans to add compression to their

codec which presently employs PCM transmission. GEC plans

include an NTSC version for U.S. standards.
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4.6.6 Codec Pricing and Delivery

-. The data contained in Table 3-1 was supplied by the vendors

specifically for this study. As can be seen only three vendors

responded with price sheets. It is advised that the reader contact

the vendors for prices because of the wide variety of combinations

of base units and options. Comparisons cannot be made in a mean-

ingful manner with only three out of eight responses.

Delivery of hardware in the recent years has varied tremendously

with the availability of components at any specific time. It is

necessary to obtain delivery information from the vendor for the

specific period of interest.

4.7 Digital Interfaces and Specifications

4.7.1 Discussion of Interfaces

In this section, the comparison of codecs is made by studying

14. their digital interfaces. Included in the comparisons are trans-
. .

mission channel bit rates, channel data formats and other digital

data inputs and outputs to the codec. Of the vendors who responded,

only one does not use digital transmission in its true sense but

modulates an FM carrier in correspondence with signal amplitude.

The digital transmission channel interface is described as a

specification usually associated with a format and hierarchy of

digital transmission. For the codecs in this study, there are two

specifications applicable to use in the United States (RS-232C and

MIL-STD-188C) and two for use in Europe (V.24 and V.35). These
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specifications have been in use for many years. They are thoroughly

specified as to signal amplitude, rise time, fall time, data rates,

controls, channel considerations, connectors, etc.

The data rates for which these specifications apply cover a

wide range. For example, PS-232 specifications cover the range from

very low data rates up to 19.2KB/S. Thus, most of the applications

for which the codecs are designed can be satisfied by data channels

which are compatible with the appropriate one of the four formats

cited. The manufacturers have designed their codecs either for

specific data rates such as those compatible with conditioned V.F.

lines or have provided the flexibility in the output data rate to

cover a number of the data rates in the standard digital hierarchy.

Among these data rates are 19.2, 56, 64, 256KB and even the T-1 rate

of 1.544 MB.

4.7.2 Transmission and Data Channel Comparisons

Table 3-4 contains the comparison of the major characteristics

of the transmitted channel bit rate for each codec. It is noted that

all vendors provided responses for transmission rates which vary frcan

low rates to 1.5 MB/S. Several are apparently desianed for specific

data rates; e.g., ESI 2400 BPS; INT; 4800, 7200, and 9600 BPS. Others
such as CVI, GEC, NEC and MAR track an input clock over a very wide

range. These are dependent on the modem used in any specific

application. Interface connectors are those which are specified

by the communication standard.

4.7.3. Equipment Data Format Comparisons

Each vendor was asked to provide detailed information about
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the composition of their codec transmitted bit stream. Only two

vendors provided specific information; CVI and GEC. CVI uses PCM

transmission with the four lowest codes providing video sync and

control. GEC protocol is based on X-25 packet compatibility. The

other vendors indicate that their protocol is proprietary, special

or nonstandard.

4.7.4 Summary of Digital Interface Data

In the previous subsections, comparisons have been made of

the various digital interfaces of the codecs. If codecs are to be

compatible and interoperable between different vendors, then, of

course, the codec processing (compression) algorithms must be

compatible. In addition, the three digital interfaces of the

transmitted bit stream must be standardized - (1) equipment data

interface, (2) data channel interface, and (3) the transmission

* channel interface.

None Cf the codec vendors indicate that they provide both

asynchronous and synchronous transmission. Four vendors incorporate

the synchronous data channel interface. These also operate over a

wide range of data rates. Only one vendor has data channel standards

for asynchronous transmission and that at 2400 BPS. Two vendors

provide no data while a third uses a modulated FM carrier.

The information provided does not permit analyzing the assign-

ment of the total number of bits allocated for transmission into

categories such as transmission overhead, video data, video sync,

FEC, etc. Given the data rates and transmission time, the picture

size in pixels and the compression ratio specified, the impression

s1.." is that the transmission efficiency is generally high. Much more
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detailed information is required in order to determine and publish

exact values.

A proposal should be considered to establish a codec and

transmission data frame standard for video teleconferencing. It is

premature at this time because all details of the vendor codecs

have not been reported and the performance of these codecs have

not been observed nor compared with other codecs. Considerable study

and evaluation of the codecs is necessary using standard measurement

techniques to make meaningful performance comparisons.-

4.8 Bit Error Performance

4.8.1 Discussion

The bit error performance of freeze frame codecs is significant

as the overall performance of the codec could be greatly affected

by the number of and the manner in which data link errors alter the

* compression algorithm processing in the receiving portion of the

codec. It is generally well known that as higher compression ratios

are employed in codecs, the effect of a bit error upon the

compression process is greater.

In a one dimensional TV compression technique such as delta

modulation, a bit error can affect several or all the pixels in

the same TV line. In a two dimensional compression technique pixels

in an area are generally affected by a bit error.

Codecs can employ forward error correction (FEC) coding which

provides for the detection and correction of data link bit errors.
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There are several methods and degrees of error correction which can

be incorporated in the codec. FEC, however, does require that

additional transmission bits be assigned for this purpose which in

effect reduces the overall compression efficiency of the codec.

Bit errors generally occur in random fashion on data links.

Usually on transmission channels used for video conferencing, such

as satellites, successive bit errors can occur due to burst-type

noise effects. Thus, some codecs provide FEC which will correct

single error bursts up to 9 bits in length.

In the vendor questionnaire, several subjective questions and

visual effects were asked about the codec operating in various bit

error conditions. No objective measurements were specified in the

questionnaire due to. the lack of having standardized video inputs,

standardized techniques for contaminating the transmitted bit stream,

and standardized measurement techniques to apply to the decoded TV

A picture. Thus, the results presented in the following subsections

represent the vendors answers to the questions.

4.8.2 Subjective Measurements

The questions asked about the codecs were limited to subjective

evaluations as noticed in observing the quality and effects of bit

errors in the codec output picture. A basic observation was to

determine if the errors were perceptible at each of four bit error

rates. If errors are perceptible, then the type of effect was to

be described such as blocks, streaks, flashing lines, color changes,

etc.

Another question related to ability of the codec receiver to

maintain synchronization of the TV image including horizontal,
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vertical, audio, etc. Finally, the effect of bit errors

upon the encrypting/decrypting process, if employed in the

codec, was to be specified. This could be important because

an error in an encrypted signal could be multiplied into several

errors due to the encryption process.

4.8.3 Comparison of Bit Error Performances

Table 3-6 contains the comparisons of the various codecs

under bit error rates ranging from 10- 6 to 10- 3  An important

consideration in comparing the performance of codecs under

varying bit error rate conditions is whether the codec has

either a built-in or optional Forward Error Correction (FEC)

subsystem. In the codecs listed in Table 3-6, INT has built-in

FEC circuitry. CVI transmits the video data uncompressed as PCM

* data. ESI, MAR, GRI did not provide information on BER performance.

RRI transmits video data by FM modulating a carrier. BER perform-

ance has no relevance to this transmission technique nor was

any additional data provided.

For a BER of 10- 6 (Table 3-6) only INT reports no perceptible

visual degradations due to errors because of the FEC. However,

CVI indicates that errors cause dots in the picture as is to be

expected with PCM transmission. NEC, who uses HO DPCM compression,

states that errors will cause streaks on picture lines. NEC and

INT state that synchronism is maintained. When the BER is 10- 5

(Table 3-6), NEC indicates errors cause streaks presumabiy some-

what more severe while INT states that errors are corrected. Both

maintain synchronism. Based on experience with PCM transmission

of video data, it is expected that CVI's presentations will main-

tain synchronism but contain a larger number of dots.

K: 4-29
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At 10-4 BER the reported performance of the codecs remains

the same except that INT required an increased amount of trans-

mission time to support the FEC. CVI performance was not stated

for the PCM transmission.
-3

For operation at 10 BER (Table 3-.6) NEC indicates that the

picture is totally distorted while INT states that the transmission

time is further increased and snychronism is maintained and errors

are still not perciptible. CVI performance was not stated for the

PCM transmission.

4.8.4 Summary of Bit Error Performance

In reviewing the codec performance data supplied by the

vendors for various BER's as shown in Table 3-6, it is difficult to

evaluate the performance of the various codecs in comparison to each

other or on an absolute basis because of the lack of data in the

responses. Consideration of the data which was presented by NEC,

CVI and INT has lead to the design of a Table 4-10 shown below as

to the useability of each of these three codecs for teleconferencing

applications. This table must be verified by controlled expermintal

evaluation before it can be considered final.

Table 4-10. Codec Teleconferencing Applicability

BER NEC CVI INT
i-6 goodExcellent

-
Adeauate Presuaqa l Adequate P Excellent

- 04  
Adeauate

10 -3 ? ? Adequate
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5.0 Identification and Quantification of Potential
Standardization Parameters

5.1 Discussion

The comparative information obtained from the previous sections

form the basis for the identification of codec parameters which

should be considered for potential standardization if interoperability

of video teleconferencing systems is to be achieved among and within

Federal Government agencies. It has been shown that there are

several functions involving many parameters which must be standardized

to achieve complete interoperability between codecs; examples are

video inputs, compression algorithm processors, codec digital output

formats, and data channel formats. In addition to the above bit and

data requirements, there are TV performance standards involving the

quality of the displayed picture which should be determined for

minimum acceptable performance for teleconferencing applications.

In Figure 5-1, a model of a functional video teleconferencing

system is shown to help identify further the categories of possible

standards applicable to video teleconferencing. For convenience,

four groups of possible standards have been selected for purposes

of discussion and identification of parameters.

1. Input and Output Signals - includes television, audio,

and data.

2. Digital Image Processing - includes color and luminance

pixel and frame resolutions, compression and decompression

algorithm processing for intra and inter-frame coding,

5-1
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as well as audio codina.

3. Codec Frame Format - includes basic characteristics of

c-dec frame, bit assignments, error correction coding,

encrvntion and decryption coding as well as multiplexing

of audio, video and data signals.

4. Data Channel Frame - includes provisions required to

interface with data transmission channels.

5.2 Identification of Parameters

-n this section parameters of the four groups defined above

are further described. The major emphasis is placed upon groups 2

and 3 because they involve the codec itself.

5.2.1 Inout and Output Signals

Referring to Figure 5-1, the first parameter grouping is the

input signal to the codec encoder and the output signals obtained

from the codec decoder. These signals are the TV video and this

study is primarily concerned with characteristics of the video signal.

In reviewing the codec vendor responses in Section 3, it is

noticed that all codecs accept NTSC color or RS-170 monochrome TV

signals as the video input. Thus, it seems clear that that RSI70A

standard for NTSC color video and the RS-170 standard for monochrome

video should be specified as the standard for the input and output

of video teleconferencing systems. This is a major consideration

because presently the output signals from several codecs do not

adhere strictly to these specifications as can best be determined

from the data provided. The codec may also have capabilities to

5-3
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process other video standards such as PAL signals, but it would

not seem advisable at this time to also impose additional TV

standards.

The quality of the output NTSC TV signal provided by the codec

decoder is of concern in video teleconferencing systems. Table 4-6,

Section 4, contains the performance ranges of the codecs for various

video test signals that are commonly used in analog TV processing

and transmission. These test signals do provide a measure of the

overall performance of the codec and quality of the processed TV

signal as evaluated by the user. This is particularly important

since there are no digital measurements to evaluate these same

parameters. SMPTE and others are performing analysis to determine

theroretical limits for some of these video tests applied to digital

TV codecs.

It seems necessary that minimum performance standards should

be established for codecs used in video teleconferencing. However,

considerable effort needs to be expended to determine acceptable

performance criteria for these measurements.

5.2.2 Digital Image Processing

The Codec.Processor-Encoder in Figure 5-1 performs most of the

functions which determine the quality of the digital television

image that is ultimately transmitted to the Codec Processor-Decoder.

Figure 5-2 contains a generalized functional block diagram of the

Codec Processor-Encoder which will be discussed in the following

subsections.
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5.2.2.1 NTSC Decoding

Compression techniques can be categorized in many ways. One

of these is direct or component compression. Direct compression

is performed directly on the input encoded color video signal.

Monochrome video is by definition subject to direct compression.

Component coding is performed on the color components of the input

color video signal; (R,G,B), (Y,I,Q), (Y,R-Y,B-Y) or (Y,U,V), etc.

R,G,B color video requires of necessity component compression. If

the input video signal is in NTSC format and component compression

is to be used, the video signal must first be decoded into one of

the above component forms. These usually take the generalized form

of Y, Chroma I and Chroma 2.

Two vendors indicate that they use some form of direct compression

or no compression at all. Two indicated they used component com-

pression and require color component inputs. The remainder are

monochrome codecs or did not respond.

Figure 5-2 indicates the input block of a codec for these

* three types of input signal/compression arrangement.

a. Monochrome.or encoded color video with direct compression.

b. Encoded color video with component compression.

c. Component video with component compression.

Although not shown or described explicitly below, it should be

remembered that the decoding process from NTSC to color components

can be performed in the digital domain after A-D conversion as well

as in the analog domain as shown.

4 Therefore, the first function generally performed, Figure 5-2,

is to demodulate and separate the NTSC TV signal into a luminance
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and two chroma video signals when component coding is used instead

of composite coding of the NTSC signal. The key parameter of interest

- in the video signals is their bandwith which affects the ultimate

picture resolution.

5.2.2.2 Sampling and Digitizing

The next process involves the sampling and digitizing of the

direct or component video signals which is usually performed in an

analog-to-digital converter as shown in Figure 5-2. The important

parameters associated with this function are:

1. Number of horizontal luminance and chroma pixels.

2. Number of vertical luminance and chroma pixels.

3. Encoding precision of each pixel.

Table 4-3 compares the values of the above parameters for the various

codecs currently available commercially. These are depicted graph-

ically in Figure 4-1. A possible set of resolution categories based

on existing equipments and expected teleconferencing applications

is depicted in Figure 4-2. Sampling and digitizing parameters are

contained in Table 5-1.

The number of chroma horizontal and vertical pixels was not

supplied by most of the vendors. Where PCM transmission is used with

direct coding (CVI), the chroma resolution should be degraded by the

system. Where direct coding is used with compression, the equivalent

number of chroma pixels cannot be estimated without further data.

GEC stipulated 256 chroma pixels horizontally. INT samples chroma

of the luminance sampling rate which leads to the conclusion that
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the chroma pixels should equal of the 640 luminance pixels or 160.

The vendor responses together with these unverified estimates are

listed in Table 5-2. Obviously, it is premature to suggest a set

of possible values of these parameters based only on vendor responses.

5.2.2.3 Compression Algorithms

The next function generally involves the actual compressing

of the digital video signals by intraframe coding techniques as

shown in Figure 5-1. As noted previously in comparing vendor com-

pression techniques in Section 4.6, none of the codecs commercially

available are compatible or interoperable with each other. Although

some vendors utilize similar coding, it is quite apparent that

there is considerable movement among the vendors to incorporate

modifications and options to improve resolution performance. One

vendor (CVI) provides all the functions required of a codec except

data compression. This is an option or can be implemented by the

user.

Further, there does not appear to exist any uniformly accepted

or standard set of images which can be utilized to compare codec

parameters for video teleconferencing systems and applications.

Therefore, it is difficult at this time to specify that a particular

coding technique or codec is "best" and should be adopted as a

standard. Because codecs are often being upgraded by the rapidly

growing compression technology and because image standards for

teleconferencing need to be developed, a series of steps leading

toward the development of a codec algorithm standard is presented
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in Section 6.0 of this report.

5.2.3 Codec Frame Format

Figure 5-3 depicts a generalized codec frame format. It

shows how a codec frame could be partitioned in order to transmit

information, data, and control bits as well as providing for data

channel framing bits and bits for data link error correction. In

determining an overall compression ratio for a codec, all bits

must be used in the calculation; thus, bits other than digital video

bits tend to decrease the codec compression ratio and increase the

transmission time for the digital TV image at a given bit rate.

5.2.3.1 Frame Size and Bit Assignment

In Section 4.4.3, the codec resolution in pixels is specified.

This data together with the compression ratios stated define the

frame size in terms of tatal bits (open to interpretation). No

information was provided in terms of overhead bits of any type. As

result, the total frame size cannot be determined; neither can the

bit assignments be specified. Considerably more data is needed from

the vendor.

It would seem reasonable that codecs would be simpler to

interoperate if a common frame format identical with the primary

data channel frame format were chosen as a standard. As long as

channels are used whose inputs can be unformatted, this assumption

appears valid. Also required is the ability of the codec to adjust

to the data rate.

d
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dBecause technology improvements in codecs are continuing, it

appears that adopting one standard frame format such as Ti may be

too restrictive. This is an area which needs further study. In

the meantime, it is recommended that wherever possible codec frame

formats be used which are compatible with standard or commonly

used channel formats at the various bit rates of concern.

5.2.3.2 Audio and Data Multiplexing

Inclusion of audio and user data signals in the codec frame

bit allotment is an interesting problem. Audio transmission requires

that bits be available to produce a continuous reconstructed audio

*. . signal. In addition, some relation to real time must be retained

4." particularly if two way conversations are to be conducted. The

half second delays in satellite telephone circuits are generally

considered very annoying. Assuming second delay is tolerable,

packet of audio must occur at least at second intervals or more

frequently. This then also defines the size of the audio packet.

None of the vendors provided audio multiplex data. Data is not

restricted in this way and, therefore, can be assigned specific

slots in the data stream. For interoperability requirements, once

these problems are resolved, the audio codecs must use compatible

compression algorithms and bit rates. Similarly, input data ports

to the cedec must use compatible data rates.

V.,

5.2.3.3 Error Correction

A form of forward error correction coding has been incorporated

in only one of the codecs to reduce the susceptibility to data link

errors which allows the codec to operate on unusually poor trans-

5-13
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mission channels at the expense of increased transmission time.

Additional bits must be added to the codec data frame to provide

the correction capability. A description of error correction

coding by the vendor was not provided.

For interoperability of codecs, if FEC is used, it must be

standardized. Because a "standard" data frame has not been

established yet, then a standard FEC cannot be specified either.

However, it would appear that the selection of a FEC would not be

difficult to accomplish, if it is found to be needed. Some

investigation is first fequired to determine the performance of

codecs over channels with conventional BER.

5.2.3.4 Encryption

None of the vendors indicated that their codecsmincorporated

encryption either as a standard or an optional function. One vendor

indicated compatibility with DoD encryption devices. In the motion

"- codecs discussed in a previous report, encryption coding was

provided in several codecs. Although the functional utilization

differed among the codecs, the Data Encryption Standard (DES) is

used by three vendors. Thus, it seems reasonable to recommend the

DES algorithm as a standard pending further consideration.

-I. 5.2.4 Data Channel Format

Another group of parameters of interest in video telecon-

ferencing systems is associated with the format of the data channel

used to transmit the codec data. None of the vendors provided

.• 4",
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explicit information about the data format or the structure of the

data stream. Data rates are defined in Section 4.8.1; however,

, * transmission channels are available which will accept this data

totally unformatted. The equipments within the data channel may

format the data to prepare it for inclusion into a channel compatible

with the digital hierarchy (e.g. mux, channel bank, etc.).

It would seem reasonable that data rates which either can be

accepted by formatting devices or which already are formatted

to specificatiorns of members of the digital hierarchy are good

candidates for standardization for freeze frame codecs. In this

sense, the specific data rate is critical as are the frequency

tolerance, frame scheme, word sync, coding, etc.

5.2.5 Transmission Channel Interface

The last group of parameters in the model video teleconferencing

system are concerned with the transmission channel hierarchy and its

interfaces. As previously discussed, the parameters associated with

the transmission channel may be identical or an integral part of

the data channel format parameters.

In general, the lower data rates, 64KB and below, do not need

specific formatting bits. This data is added (if required) when

that signal is multiplexed into one of the digital hierarchy

signals. This covers the majority of cases. There may be some

advantage to formatting the higher data rates unless they are to be

multiplexed to TI rates.

Because of the wide variety of applications, it may be necessary

for codec vendors.to supply several different data channel and

transmission channel interface standards in order to compete in the

5-15
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market place. Interoperability between motion codecs could probably

not occur if different data and transmission channel formats are

."46. used. Therefore, in connection with the study mentioned above,
2m,,.

-. aggressive coordination efforts with the common carriers should be

undertaken to attempt to influence the transmission and data

formats.

5.3 Candidate Parameters for Standardization

Based upon the comparisons of parameters in Section 3 and 4

and discussions contained in earlier parts of this section, a set

of candidate parameters for digital video codecs has been identi-

fied and quantified where possible as listed in Table 5-3. This

list of codec parameters covers the input video signals, the speci-

7€?I  fication of the digitized image, the compression algorithm, codec

framing format, and compatible digital interfaces for a data

channel.

Standards could be proposed for adoption for some parameters

immediately as little controversy exists or common acceptance has

already been made. Some suggested parameter ranges are listed

especially in the specification for the basic digitized image.

However, additional effort should be expended in studies, analyses,

measurements, testing, standard image generation and evaluations to
help further establish suitable values and ranges of codec parameters

for video teleconferencing. Interoperability of codecs can be

Sachieved if appropriate standards are developed and adopted for the

parameters contained in Table 5-3.

.' .~.5-16a.
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6.0 Recommended Efforts Toward Proposing Codec Standards

6.1 Discussion

Several recommendations are presented in this section for

studies and tests leading toward the development and proposal

of zandards for the parameters and specifications of digital

freeze frame video teleconferencing systems for Federal govern-

ment agencies in order to provide interoperability. Within this

Final Report, recommendations have been listed based upon comparisons

of various codec parameters currently in existence. These

recommendations are included within the efforts proposed herein.

One of the most important aspects of the continuing codec study

effort is the coordination with organizations who are working on

standards for digital television systems, equipments and trans-

mission including SMPTE, CCITT, ITCA, and IEEE.

6.2 Development of Standard Video Materials

Many different types of codecs have been developed and

.1 installed in various teleconferencing systems as previously

described. Vendor claims of performance are often clouded with

special conditions and are based on TV images which are not necessarily

typical of conferencing and do not realistically test the

quality of the codec. Thus, there is a need to develop a set of

standard single-frame TV pictures and sequences of TV frames for

objective and comparative evaluation of both motion and freeze-

frame codecs.

In the development of the single-frame pictures for testing

codecs the following efforts are necessary:
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a. Selection of test images.

b. Specifying the digital coding standard for

converting to digital format.

c. Selecting the digital recording medium.

d. Preparing the standard master digital tape.

e. Specifying the digital to analog process for

generating test analog images from the master

digital tape.

6.3 Continuing Freeze Frame Codec Study and Analysis

i 'This Final Report describes the initial work of obtaining

codec information and making comparisons of various parameters

and characteristics. It has been mentioned several times that the

digital television compression technology is progressing very

rapidly in that codecs have been developed and fielded by eight

companies in the United States and Great Britain. Further, many

7V.. of these companies have planned enhancements and modifications to

their codecs to improve performance or reduce costs. It is thus

recommended that the initial study effort be continued and expanded

as described below in order to continue the development of recommenda-

tions for standard parameters and characteristics.

6.3.1 Update Codec Comparisons

The information on codecs should be updated and expanded to

include new characteristics and enhancements, but more so to fill in

missing data and clarify some of the information provided. A

revised questionnaire should be prepared and sent to codec manu-

*l facturers. Subjective comparative evaluations of installed systems
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and their user applications should continue.

Specific examples of data to be provided or clarified include

the following:

a. Vendor's definition of pixel or resolution, together

with specifications for his equipment (luminance or

chrominance).

b. Precise information on sampling format: samples per

active line, number of vertical samples during active

time, number of samples occurring in blanking, field

or frame sampling.

c. True reproduced luminance and chrominance encoding

precision, etc.

6.3.2 Vendor Contact

It will be very desirable;to discuss the data received directly

with the vendors to clarify responses received as a result of the

revised questionnaire. It is anticipated that this will be an

essential follow-up to the questionnaire to resolve any remaining

ambiguities in the data provided.

6.3.3 Codec Evaluation

It is essential that the performance of the codecs discussed

be throughly evaluated by qualified personnel before draft recommen-

dations are made for codec standardization. This will further

eliminate any ambiguities in the semantics of specifications and the

corresponding data by applying standardized tests to independently

determine the data on a truly common objective basis as far as

6-3
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possible. Section 6.4 and 6.5 outline the process for evaluation.

6.3.4 Investigate Communication Carriers

The previous study of common carriers should be expanded to

include a detailed questionnaire about video teleconferencing links.

There are several new resale common carriers emerging and offering

digital video teleconferencing communication links and networks.

Among the information to be determined is the following:

a. Digital hierarchy and multiple bit rates

b. Interface requirements

c. Framing format requirements

d. Costs and availability

e. Bit error rates

f. Multiple nodes and networking for teleconferencing

and control

g. Switched and dedicated links and control.

6.3.5 Coordination with Standards Organizations

This Final Report has briefly mentioned the efforts by

organizations such as CCITT, CCIR, and SMPTE which have active

study and working groups studying and developing recommendations for

various standards and characteristics of digital television equip-

ments and transmission systems. Other organizations include IEEE,

EIA, and ITCA in the United States. Outside the United States are

the following organizations involved in digital TV:

EBU-European Broadcasting Union

ITEJ-Institute of Television Engineers of Japan

. IEC-International Electrotechnical Commission

. ISO-International Organization for Standardization

6-4



Because of the rapid development of digital TV equipments,

codecs, and digital transmission data channels and hierarchies, it

is recommended that active coordination be continued with those

standards organizations which are working toward national and

international standards for digital video teleconferencing and

specifically Freeze Frame codecs. This participation will

expedite the timely disemination of proposed standards which could

bear upon the effort to establish U.S. Federal Standards for digital

video teleconferencing.

% ..4 6.4 Development of Standard Measurement Techniques for Codec
. 1,

Parameters

During the comparison of codecs in this report, it was very

apparent that the differez.t manufacturers of the codecs use

different techniques and procedures for measuring the many codec

parameters and characteristics. There are established procedures

for measuring some of the analog TV performance tests using

- standard video test signals.

-~. -However, there are many characteristics of codecs for which

no standard techniques or measurement criteria appear to exist.

Therefore, it is recommended that a study be initiated to under-

- take the establishment of standard techniques and procedures for

• .': testing and evaluating motion codecs.

6.5 Perform Codec Testing and Evaluation

'1 A most important recommendation in determining the comparative

evaluation of codecs should be independent testing of the codecs

e'
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to verify performance. In this way, recommendations for codec

parameters, specifications, and characteristics can be evaluated

and assessed as candidates for standardization.

The comprehensive testing using standard video materials

(Section 6.2) and applying standard measurement techniques

(Section 6.4) should provide accurate information for the develop-

ment of recommendations for standardizing codec parameters.

6.6 Draft Recommendation for Freeze Frame Codec Standard

It is recommended that the results of all the other efforts

outlined in Section 6 be used to prepare inputs in conjunction with

other cooperating United States organizations for a recommended

draft Federal Standard for video Freeze Frame codecs. After

adoption, Freeze Frame codecs and systems built and tested to the

standard could be utilized by various government agencies and be

assured of compatibility and interoperability.

6.7 Establish Video Codec Test Bed

As shown in this report, there are a large number of vendors

manufacturing Freeze Frame codecs and several additional vendors

are developing products. Previous studies by the NCS show that

motion codec technology is rapidly developing. It is recommended

that a test bed be established for the continuing testing and

evaluation of Freeze Frame codecs and motion codecs for telecon-

ferencing applications in order to provide guidance to Federal

agencies concerning the technical evaluation of modified and new

codecs which are emerging in the marketplace.

The test bed, utilizing the previously developed standard

6-6
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".;.?images and video sequences and standard video performance

, '-.measurement parameters, would allow the evaluation of codecs to
~be conducted and compared with proposed or adopted Federal codec

..'. standards. Also, vendors could utilize the services of the test

,i". bed to determine the performance of their equipments relative

. to standard images and to the proposed Federal Codec Standards.
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APPENDIX A

DELTA INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
310 COTTUAN STREET JEN.iN7Owe. PA 19046

(215) 572.5640

,.4"

Subject:- Freeze Frame Codec Vendor Questionnaire

Reference: (1) Contract No. DCA100-83-C-0047
(2) Delta Information System previous letter, July 1983

Dear mr. Carr:

In my previous letter to you, Ref. 2, I indicated that the
National Communications System (NCS) under contract, Ref 1, to

Delta Information Systems (DIS) is conducting a study to determine
the feasibility of establishing Federal Standards for digital
freeze frame/still frame/slow scan television codecs.

Because of your involvement with the DoD in the design and
implementation of a digital freeze frame system, your participation
in this study is solicited. Enclosed you will find a questionnaire

to complete which should provide technical information for this
study.

It is emphasized that no proprietary data be included as I

expect the NCS will distribute the subsequent study report within
various government agencies and possibly outside the government.
Again, the NCS technical monitor for this program is Mr. D..
Bodson, Area Code 202-692-2124. It is hoped that you can return
the completed questionnaire by October 11, 1983.

4<A
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OUTLINE OF

FREEZE FRAME CODEC VENDOR QUESTIONNAIRE

,.- PART . Product Nomenclature and General Description

. 1. Vendor Identification

2. Codec Identification

3. Pricing

4. Product Life

5. Warrantees

6. Service, Maintenance, Repairs, Spares, Training

"PART 2 Technical Specifications Input and Output Signals

1. Video Input Signals

2. Video Output Signals

3. Digital Output and Input Signals

'PART 3 Technical Specifications

1. Video Performance

2. Bit Rate Performance

-' 3. Compression Technique

s PART Physical Description and Specifications

1. Mechanical Dimensions

2. Environmental Operation

3. EMI/EMC

4. Connectors

Iv.w
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PART 5 Other Data about Product

1. Status/Alarms

2. Bitei

3. Front Panel/Operator Controls

4. Encryption/Scrambling

' 5. Documentation/Manuals

* 6. Brochures/Technical Notes

.
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°, 1. 4flADDENDUM CVI - 1

"C.

MODEL 285/285C USERS LIST

" 1. Defense Supply Agency - WashingtonFor:

DCOA (FA) DACA - FAP - I
Indianapolis, Indiana 46249
Contact: William R. (Rudy) Reilly

Data Comnunications Specialist
317/542-3609

2. EG&G, Incorporated
*Las Vegas Area Operations

316 East Atlas Circle
North Las Vegas, Nevada 89030
Contact: Chuck Gladden

702/739-0584

Ix,'.: 3. Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74004
Contact: Don Ballew

918/661-8199

1 September '83
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2. ADDENDUM NEC - 1

-V"" TVS USER LIST

Interand Corporation Standard Oil Company
666 N. Lake Shore Drive 200 E. Randolph
Chicago, Illinois 60611 Chicago, IL. 60601

P Contact: Val Vitter Contact: John Vogt
943-1200 (312) 856-5011

American Satellite Company Proctor & Gamble Company
1801 Research Blvd. 301 E. 6th Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850 Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

Contact: Donna King Contact: Susan Velander
(301) 251-8420 Bev Bach

Bruce Badger (513) 562-5717

(301) 251-8300 Proctor & Gamble Company

Ed Yarbrough State Route 1529
(301) 251-8300 Greenville, N.C. 27834

Mr. Mehta Contact: Scott Carter
- (301) 251-8300 (919) 752-1100 Ext. 490

Satellite Business Systems Comsat General Corporation
8283 Greensboro Drive 22300 Comsat Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102 Clarksburg, Maryland 20871

Contact: Mr. A. Fabris Contact: Dave Quinones
(703) 442-5000 (301) 428-5097

Satellite Business Systems U. S. Department of Energy
200 S. Wacker Drive p 0. Box E.' ,~~P 0.cao Box E00
Chicago, Il. 60606 Oak Ridge, TN. 37830

Contact: Mr. Tim Lee Contact: Gerry Mendoza-

Satellite Business Systems (615) 574-7719
Tyco Industrial Park
8504 Tyco Road, Bldg. 3 Exxon Research & Engineering
Vienna, VA. 22180 4500 Bayway Drive

Inside Exxon Refinery
Ma Com Baytown TX. 77520
7100 W. Camino Real
Boca Raton, FL. 33433 Contact: Carolyn Julian. - .(713) 425-5021
Contact: Kay Maxey
(305) 393-6600 Westinghouse
Ma Com Sturtenvant DivisionMa Corn Damon Street
1350 Picard Drive Damon Street

Rockville, Maryland 20850 Boston, MA. 02136

Contact: Mr. Cacciamini Contact: Charles Tillett

(617) 929-1409
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TVS USER LIST CON2INUED

G T E Labs.

40 Silvan Road
Waltham, Mass. 02254

Contact: Mr. Swank
... (617) 466-2379

Paul Christenson
(617) 466-2364

Boeing Computer Service
674 Industrial Drive
Building 12
Tukwila, WA. 98188

Contact: Dale Fisher
(206) 575-7349

Frank McLean

NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

Contact: Henry Wagner
(301) 344-5442

Ford Motor Company

Atlanta, GA.

Contact: Louis Dunken
(404) 424-5687

_ IBM

600 Mamaroneck Ave.Harrison, N. Y.

IBM

Albany, N.Y.

Contact: Meryl Gutridge
(914) 383-6773

Hercules, Inc.
Highway 41 North
Terre Haute Plant
Terra Haute, Ind. 47805

Contact: Judy Monday
(812) 466-4277

Hercules, Inc.
West 7th Street
P.O. Box 1937

* Hattiesburg, MS. 39401
Contact: Z. A. Parish
(601) 545-3450

.C-3
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3. ADDENIDUM NEC- 3

WARRANTY

NEC America, Inc. (hereinafter "NEC") warrants that
this Product is free from defective material and
workmanship and, subject to the conditions herein-
below set forth, agrees:

to repair or replace this Product, or any
part thereof, which proves defective by
reason of improper workmanship or materials
(i) for a period of (3)thtee mon-ths from the
date of original purchase, without charge
for parts or labor and (ii) for a.period
-of one (6) monthfrom the date of original
purchase" without charge for parts but
with labor. charges at then current rates.

S€ This warranty is limited to the original purchaser of
the Product.

This warranty shall not be effective unless the Product
was purchased from NEC, and NEC Dealer or other person
authorized by NEC* to sell Products.

The Product shall be shipped, freight prepaid, or
delivered to a facility authorized by NEC to render
the services provided -hereunder in either the
original package or a similar package affording an
equal degree of protection.

The Product shall not have been previously altered,
repaired or serviced by anyone -other than a service
facility authorized by NEC to render .such service;
the -serial number on the Product shall have not been
altered or removed; the Product shall not have been
subject to accident. misuse or operation contrary to
the instructions contained in the accompanying manual.
NEC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, OR OTHER TYPES OF DAMAGES RESULTING FROMK! TE USE OF ANY NEC PRODUCTS OTHER THAN THE LIABILITY
STATED ABOVE. THESE WARRANTIES ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

C-4
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PRODUCT REPAIR

If an NEC product is found to have a problem, the customer

should first call NEC. A dignificant number of problems

can be solved very quickly via the telephone. Should the

problem warrant further repair assistance, the customer

has basically two (2) options in the repair of equipment

by NEC. They are as follows:

WarrantX Service

1. The product involved may be shipped (freight

prepaid) to NEC for repair. Before shipping

equipment back to EC, we require the customer

to contact the Engineering Department to receive

a return authorization number. In most cases,
circuit cards are available on a loan basis

to the customer during the repair of customer

owned cards.. The loan of any items is an option

of NEC's and is subject to availability. To

prevent any charges, all loaned items shall be

immediately returned to NEC upon receipt of

repaired items or at the request of NEC.

2. A Field Servi'ce Engineer may be dispatched to

the customer location to facilitate repair. The

visit must be scheduled through the NEC Engineering

Department. A Purchase Order must be given at the

time of scheduling to cover the cost of travel and

expenses incurred'for the repair visit, however,

parts and labor costs will not be "Charged when the

product is in warranty.

) '
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,Th Out Of Warranty Service

1. The product may be shipped (freight prepaid) to

NEC for repair.- Prior to-shipment, the customer

shall contact the NEC Engineering Department;

(1) to issue a purchase order for the repair of

the defective product and (2) to receive a return

authorization number for the returned product.

In most cases, circuit cards are available on a

loan basis to the customer during the repair of

customer owned cards. "The loan of any item is

.~. ~ an option of NEC's and is subject to availability.

There is a one time only loan charge of $100.00

per incident regardless of the number of items

loaned. To prevent any additional charges, all

loaned items shall be immediately returned to-

NEC upon receipt of repaired items or at the

request of NEC.

.. %2. The customer, may request a Field Service Engineer

to repair the problem .at the equipment site.

Such a visit would have to be scheduled by the

NEC Engineering Department. A Purchase Order

. must be given at the time of scheduling to cover

the cost of labor, travel and expenses. Labor

charges will be at the current hourly rates.

C-6
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4. ADDENDUM RRI-1

2.g. Robot sells all of their scan cnverters through a system of dealers.

We make no direct sales. Dealers are jealous of their custarers, and

customers are typically secretive, therefore we have very little direct

knowledge of customers and their names. We can provide oipany names
and the dealer who sold then the equipment.

Health Care Financing Acbinistration - Tan Volk, Future View (Dealer)

Phone: (202) 393-1970

G.E., Bingharpton, N. Y. - Bob Romano, Univisions Video Systers (Dealer)

Phone: (315) 437-0301

We have enclosed a major user's list and may be able to provide additional

'..

infozration on specific entries upon request.

C-7
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5. ADDENDUM RRI -2

4. d. Robot has manufactered custoim cnfiguraticns (VA 2 etory terminals,
56K bit digital transmission sets). We have a limited custan
capability and are not in the custom unit business.

1.,o

.2e e.. , , 4g..2. . j .. :., -
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6. ADDENDUM RRI 3

6.p. Robot slow scan converters are sold as a part of a system by Robot
system house/dealers. The dealer is first responsible for systen
maintenance and Robot does all necessary repairs to returned equipnent
here at the factory.

.. 9

*~ 4,

b-d
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ROBOT RESEARCH INC.
7591 Convoy Court
San Diego California 92111
(619) 279-9430

Response to Part 3.

Our slow scan converters (codecs if you will) are designed
for narrowband operation. We build our own modems which send

.'e- pixels at a rate of 1969 pixels/second. Grey scale information
is FM modulated on the carrier for an effective bit rate of
11,814 (1969 X 6) bits per second. Pixel value accuracy is very
low, however the relative difference in brightness between pixels
is maintained quite well and therefore perceived image quality
is good. •

It is clear that for secure encryption, a digital trans-
mission system is necessary. For a signal between 1200. and 2300Hz
a FSK or PCM digital modem would result in a much slower trans-
mission. We have been told by our customers that time is of
the essence and have opted for FM for reliability. AM modulation
would cut our transmission times in half, but sacrifice noise

% immunity. This would mean lower reliability in long distance
and intercontinental calls.

We are developing a color system for narrowband applications
that will send component encoded color pictures at times
comparable to the current monochrome systems. This modulation

*; system is also black and white compatible, that is to say,
all Robot units using this system will be able to transmit and
receive from each other whether color or monochrome. Component
encoding also means that in international use, images can be
exchanged between different standard video systems (example PAL
to NTSC).

Due to time requirements, the number of pixels and lines
will remain similar to present units.

World Leaders in Slow Scan TV, Phone Line TV and Image Processing Systems
C-10



7. ADDENDUM GEC J-1

FRAME STORE - Max Capacity - 1M x 8 bits

Divided into 16 modules of 256 x 256

x 8 bits which can be configured by the

user to allow storage of several pictures

of different resolutions.

GRAPHICS - The 8-bit wide frame store can be split into a 7+1 bit

store. The single bit plane can be used as a graphics

overlay. Data can be written into the graphics plane

using a light pen or graphics tablet.

The gray level of the graphics plane can be altered from

the keypad, or switched off for later viewing.

CURSORS - Two cursors are available on the scveen. One controlled

locally, the second by the remote user. The cursors can

be controlled by cursor keys on the keypad.or alternatively

by a light pen or graphics tablet.

INSERTS - User defined rectangular area positioned anywhere on the

screen. Transmisison dedicated to that area thereby

increasing the update time.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES - Menu - A menu driven set-up procedure is

used in conjunction with keypad giving

user selection of the following:

Frame Store Partitioning - number and

resolution of pictures.

Full Frame/Inserts/Graphics

Transmisison coding-PCM/DPCM/VLC

C-ll



Error treatment- Retransmits/Conceal

Update Direction - Horizontal/Vertical

Operators assigned to Graphics and

Cursor control

Camera/Input selection
.- %

The set-up parameters are transmitted

- to remote user to prevent incompatible

operation.

A default mode can be requested by

customer

. Prompt - A prompt area is positioned at bottom

of picture providing information on

status and mode of operation.

Operation - The keypad has a number of special

function keys to permit user easy control

P' of picture transfer.

- Picture transfer requested from

receiver or transmitter.

- Continuous/single frame transfer

- Hold on any picture to prevent it being

- overwritten

* J - Capture of a number of pictures before

transmitting

C-12
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R. ADDENDUM GEC J-2

EFFECT OF TRANSMISSION ERRORS- Errors in the received data should

be identified by the checkword. With

retransmisison of affected video no

degradation should be observed in picture

quality, only an increase in transmission

time.

With concealment selected, the picture

is degraded depending on error rate

and distribution.

No loss of sync should occur. The

retransmission mechanism will

monopolise data link during large error

rates.

The concealment mechanism will stop if

ten or more adjacent lines are lost.

The prevents excessive grabbing of

CPU time interpolating lines which

give little information to the picture.

ERROR TREATMENT - Data blocks are transmitted with sequence numbers

and identification codes so that the receiver is

able to ascertain which blocks have been corrupted

'i4. and identify them as control, video, etc. Corrupted

*blocks are detected by use of a CRC contained

within the block. The transmitter will automatically

retransmit control, graphics, user data, alarm

C-13
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